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B.Sc. Honours Examinations 2020
(Under CBCS Pattern)

Semester - VI
Subject: MATHEMATICS

Paper: CC - 14 (Ring Theory and Linear Algebra II – Theory)

Full Marks: 60 (Theory)
Time: 3 Hours (Theory)

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer any one question [within 250 words] from the following:

1. (a) Sate Eisenstein criterion. Prove that this is a sufficient criterion for irreducibility of a
polynomial over  (the set of all integers).

(b) Check whether the polynomial 4 25 1x x x− + +  is irreducible or not over .

(c) In an integral domain, prove that any prime element is irreducible. Show that the converse
of this result is not true in an integral domain.

2. (a) Consider the integral domain 3⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦ . Then Show that

(i) 1 and –1 are the only units in this integral domain.

(ii) 1 3+ − , 2 are irreducible elements in this integral domain.

Question Paper
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(iii)  But none of 1 3+ −  and 2 is prime there.

(b) Prove that the ring of Gaussian integers is a Euclidean domain.

3. (a) Give example of an integral domain which is not a factorization domain with justification.

(b) If K is a field then prove that [ ]K x  is a Euclidean domain.

(c) Let R be a commutative ring with identity such that [ ]R x  is a PID (Principal Ideal Domain).

Then prove that R is a field.

(d) Check the irreducibility of a cyclotomic polynomial over .

(e) Show that [ ] ( )R x x R≅  where R is a commutative ring with identity.

4. (a) Define diagonalizability of a linear operator on a finite dimensional vector space. Let T

be a linear operator on a vector space V over F such that 2T T= . Prove that T is
diagonalizable.

(b) Find all possible invariant factors and hence write down all possible Jordan canonical forms
of a matrix over  (the field of all real numbers) whose characteristic polynomial is

( ) ( )( )4 54 1 5x x x− − −

and the minimal polynomial is

( ) ( )( )2 24 1 5x x x− − − .

5. (a) Let V be the vector space of all polynomial functions p from  to  which have degree

two or less: ( ) 2
0 1 2p x c c x c x= + + . Let us define the following three linear functionals on

V by

( ) ( )
1

1 0
f p p x dx= ∫  for all p V∈ ,

( ) ( )2
2 0f p f p x dx=  for all p V∈ ,

( ) ( )1
3 0f p f p x dx−=  for all p V∈ .
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Show that { }1 2 3, ,f f f  forms a basis for *V  by exhibiting the basis for V of which it is the

dual.

(b) Define transpose of a linear transformation. Let 2 3:T →  be a linear transformation

defined by ( ) ( ), 0, ,T x y x y= . Find tT  (transpose of T).

(c) Let A be an m n×  matrix with real entries. Prove that each entry of A is zero if and only if

trace ( ) 0tA A = .

(d) Let n be a positive integer and let V  be the vector space of all polynomial functions over the
field of real numbers which have degree at most n, i.e., the functions of the form

( ) 2
0 1 2 ... n

nf x c c x c x c x= + + + + .

Let D be the differentiation operator on V. Find a basis for the null space of the transpose

operator tD .

6. (a) Consider the vector space 3  over  equipped with the standard inner product. Applying
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process, orthonormalize the following set of vectors:

{(1, 0, 1), (1, 0, –1), (0, 3, 4)}.

(b) Let V be a finite dimensional inner product space and f be a linear functional on V. Then

prove that there exists a unique vector β  in V such that ( ) ,f α = α β  for all Vα∈ .

(c) Let T be a linear operator on a finite dimensional inner product space V. Show that there

exists a unique linear operator *T  on V such that

*, ,Tx y x T y=  for all ,x y V∈ .

(d) Define self-adjoint operator and normal operator on a finite dimensional inner product
space. Let V be a finite dimensional inner product space and T be a normal operator on V.
Then prove that α  is a characteristic vector for T with characteristic value c if and only if

α  is a characteristic vector for *T  with characteristic value c .
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7. (a) Let T be the linear operator on 2  over  which is represented in the standard ordered
basis by the following matrix:

0 1
1 0

−⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

Find all the invariant subspaces of 2  which are invariant under T.

(b) Let T be the linear operator on a finite dimensional vector space V over the field F. Define
minimal polynomial of T. Prove that T is diagonalizable if and only if the minimal polynomial

p of T has the form ( ) ( )1

k
ti

p x x c
=

= −∏  where 1 2, , ..., kc c c  are distinct elements of F.

(c) Let T be the linear operator on 3  which is represented in the standard ordered basis by
the following matrix:

9 4 4
8 3 4

16 8 7

−⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

Exhibit a basis for 3  with respect to which the matrix representation of T is diagonal.

8. (a) If ( )f x  is a polynomial in [ ]F x  of degree 2 or 3, then show that ( )f x  is reducible

over the field F if and only if it has a zero in F.

Let  ( ) 4 32 1f x x x x= − + + . Show that ( )f x  is irreducible over [ ]x .

(b) Define an irreducible element and a prime element in an integral domain D. Show that every
irreducible element is a prime element in a unique factorization domain.

(c) Show that 2 is an irreducible element in the domain 6D ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦ . Using the equality

( )( )2.5 2 6 2 6= + − − − , establish that 2 is not a prime element in D.

9. (a) Define a unique factorization domain. Give an example of it with explanation.

(b) Let D be a PID (principal ideal domain) and < p > be a nonzero ideal in D. Show that
< p >  is a maximal ideal if and only if p is irreducible.
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(c) (i) Define a Euclidean domain. Prove that every Euclidean domain is a PID.

(ii) Find a gcd (d) of the elements a = 7+4i and b = 4+3i  in [ ]i  with a Euclidean

valuation v defined by ( ) 2 2v m in m n+ = +   for [ ]m in i+ ∈ . Also express d as

d au bv= +  for some [ ],u v i∈ .

10. (a) State and prove Cayley-Hamilton theorem. Use the theorem to find 100A ,

where = 
1 0 0
1 0 1
0 1 0

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

.

(b) Find an orthogonal matrix P such that 1P AP−  is a diagonal matrix, where

                  
3 1 1
1 3 1
1 1 3

A
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

.

11. (a) Define the dual space of a vector space V.

If  V is a vector space of dimension n over a field F, then the dimension of its dual space is
also n.

(b) Let a linear transformation 3:T →  be defined by

( ) ( ), , 2 2 , 2 3 4 ,T x y z x y z x y z x y z= + − + − + − . Find all eigen values of T and find a

basis of each eigen space.

(c) Reduce the following quadratic form into Canonical form and examine whether it is positive

definite or not:   2 2 26 18 4 12x y z yz zx+ + − − .

12. (a) Find the value of k so that the following expression forms an inner product:

( ) 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2, 3 3a b a b a b a b ka b= − − + , where ( ) ( )1 2 1 2, , ,a a a b b b= = .

Use the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation process to find the orthonormal basis of 3

generated by the set of vectors {(1, –1, 1), (2, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1)}.
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(b) If  { }1 2, , ..., rβ β β   is an orthonormal set of vectors in a Euclidean space V, then for any

vector α  in V, show that 2 2 2 2
1 2 ... rc c cα ≥ + + +  , where ic  is the scalar component of α

along , 1, 2, ...,i i rβ = .  When does the equality occur?

(c) Find the orthogonal complement of the subspace P, generated by the vectors (1, 1, 0) and

(0, 1, 1) in 3 .



B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Part-III (1+1+1) Examination 2020

3rd Year (Honours)

Subject: MATHEMATICS
Paper: VII

Full Marks: 80 (Theory)
Time: 4 Hours (Theory)

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer any one question from the following:

1.  (a) Define half adder and draw a logic circuit for it.

(b) State the Huntington's postulates of Boolean algebra.

(c) Write a program either in C or FORTRAN77 to read an n×n matrix and test whether it is
orthogonal or not.

(d) Write a program either in C or FORTRAN77 to swap the values of two variables.

2. (a) Describe Do-Loop in FORTRAN77 with suitable examples. What is the difference between
Do-Loop and implied Do-Loop?

                                                                        Or

 Explain the ‘while’ loop and 'do-while' loop in C with example.

VIDYASAGAR UNIVERSITY
Question Paper



 (b) Draw a flowchart to find a root of   0f x    by bisection method.

(c) Write an algorithm to test whether an integer is prime or not.

(d) Express OR and AND gates using only NOR gate   .

       3. (a) State and prove Baye's theorem for conditional probability.

(b) An even number of cards are drawn from a full pack of cards. What is the probability that
half of them will be black and half of them will be red ?

(c) Two persons A and B have agreed to meet at a specific spot between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. It
has been mutually agreed that the first one to come will wait for 20 minutes and then leave
the place. What is the probability of a meeting between A and B if the arrival of each during
the indicated hours can occur at random and also the times of arrival are independent ?

        4. (a) Show that the most probable number of successes in a Bernoullian sequence of   trials in

   , 0 , 0xf x e x      the integer(s) is determined by the inequality..

   1 1 1mn p i n p    

    (b) Calculate mean and variance of normal distribution using moment generating function.

(c) A random variable  X is uniformly distributed over the interval (0,2) . Find the distribution

of the quadratic equation 2 2 0t t X   .

        5. (a) If X and Y  are independent variates both uniformly distributed over  (0,1), find the
distribution of X Y  and X–Y .

(b) Calculate median and mode of the distribution having p.d.f.    , 0 , 0xf x e x x    .

(c) A population is defined by the probability density function      
1 1

1, 0
1

axx ef x a x a l
a



  


being a known constant. Estimate the parameter   by the method of maximum likelihood
estimation. Show that the estimate is consistent and unbiased.

       6. (a) Define an unbiased and consistent estimate. Prove that the sample mean is always unbiased
and consistent estimate of the population mean.



             (b) Show that the distribution of the sample is the statistical image of the distribution of the
population.

             (c) Find the sampling distribution of the sample mean for Poisson distribution.

7. (a) Give an example of a Boolean algebra. Explain the difference between Boolean algebra
and  algebra of real numbers.

             (b) For all , ,x y z B   (a Boolean algebra) prove, not using truth table, that

c c cx xyz xy z yz y z x z     

(c) Define disjunctive normal form of a Boolean function and express the following function in
SOP form in smallest number of variables

c c c c c c c c c cx yz xy z x yz x y z xy z x y z    

(d) Explain NOR gate with block diagram and truth tables.

8. (a) Draw a flow chart to integrate a function f(x) in [a, b] by trapezoidal rule.

(b) Write a FORTRAN or C program to evaluate the infinite series

3 5 7

...
3! 5! 7!
x x xx    

(c) Write an algorithm to find the real roots of a quadratic equation with proper massages
indicating the character of the roots.

(d) Write a FORTRAN or C program to sort a set of n real numbers using bubble sort.

9. (a) State and prove Tchebycheff's Theorem.

(b) Show that central limit theorem (for equal components) implies Law of Large number (for
equal  components)

 (c) If X , Y   are  independent 2X –variates having m and n degree of freedom respectively,,
find the distribution of X/Y.

(d) If  X is  n  variate, then show that P(0< X <2n ) ? (n-1)/n



10. (a) The first, second and third moments of probability distribution about the point 2  are 1, 16,
- 40 respectively. Find the mean, variance and third central moment of probability distribution.

(b) Prove that Schwartz's inequality for expectations, i.e.      2 2 2E XY E X E Y    and

Hence deduce that  1 , 1p X Y   .

(c) The joint density function of the random variables X,Y is    , 2 0 1,0f x y x y x     .

Find the marginal and conditional density functions. Compute  0.25 0.75 0.5P X Y  

 (d) If X is standard normal variate, then prove that 2½Y X  is  ½  variate.

11. (a) Consider a random sample of size n without replacement from a finite population of  size N

and variance 2  . Show that variance of sample mean is ?     2 / 1N n n N   .

(b) The variable X is normally distributed with mean 68 cm and s.d. 2.5 cm. What should be
the size of the sample whose mean shall not differ from the population mean by more than
1 cm. with probability 0.95. [ Given that the area under standard normal curve to the right
of the ordinate  at 1.96 is 0.25 ]

(c) Find the condition that the sample mean  and the sample variance are uncorrelated.

12. (a) The weights in gram of sample of 12 items are 7, 13, 22, 15, 12, 14, 18, 8, 21, 23, 10, 17
taken at random from its population which is normal having standard deviation 5. Find
95% confidence interval for  the mean of the population. [Given that the area under standard
normal curve to the right of the ordinate  at 1.96 is 0.25 ]

(b) A die was thrown 120 times and the frequencies of different faces were observed to be the
following:

      Face 1 2 3 4 5 6

     Observed Frequency 25 17 15 23 24 16

Test the hypothesis that the  die is fair using a significance level of 0.05.

[ Given that  2 11.1 0.05P X    for 5 degree of freedom ]



(c) A computer while calculating correlation coefficient between two variables X and Y from
25 pairs of observations obtained the following results.

2

2

25 125 650
100 460 508

n X X
Y Y XY
    

     

It was however later observed that at the time of checking it had copied down two pairs as.

6 14
8 6

X Y

while the correct values are

8 15
6 5

X Y

Obtained the correct value of the correlation coefficient.
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B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Part-III (1+1+1) Examination 2020

3rd Year (Honours)

Subject: MUSIC
Paper: VII

Full Marks: 100 (Practical)
Time: 4 Hours (Practical)

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.
Answer one question [within 250 words] from the following:

1. Write down Two full-length ‘Dhrupad’ mentioning their Ragas and Talas from the following
Ragas :

Bhupali, Asavari, Bhimpalasi, Chhayanat.

Ó˚yà Ä ï˛y° í ẑ̨ ÏÕ‘á Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚ !ö¡̈!°!áï˛ Ó˚yà=!° ˆÌ Ï̂Ü˛ ˆÎ Ï̂Ü˛y Ï̂öy ò%•z!ê˛ ˛õ)î≈̃ Ïò Ï̂â≈ƒÓ˚ Úô &˛õòÛ ˆ°á≠

û)̨ ˛õy°#ñ xy§yÓÓ˚#ñ û˛#ü˛õ°y§#ñ åÈyÎ˚yöê˛–

2. Write down Two full-length ‘Dhamar’ mentioning their Ragas and Talas from the following Ragas :

Khamaj, Kafi, Kedar, Bahar

Question Paper
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Ó˚yà Ä ï˛y° í ẑ̨ ÏÕ‘á Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚ !ö¡̈!°!áï˛ Ó˚yà=!° ˆÌ Ï̂Ü˛ ˆÎ Ï̂Ü˛y Ï̂öy ò%•z!ê˛ ˛õ)î≈̃ Ïò Ï̂â≈ƒÓ˚ ÚôyüyÓ˚Û ˆ°á≠

áyüyçñ Ü˛y!ú˛ñ ˆÜ˛òyÓ˚ñ Óy•yÓ˚–

3. Write down the scanning of the Vanees (only sthayee) of Two Dhrupads and Two Dhamars in
Barabar Layas, Dwigun, Trigun and Chougun Layas in one avartana.

~Ü˛ÈÙÈxyÓï≈̨ Ï̂ö ò%•z!ê˛ ô &˛õò Ä ò%•z!ê˛ áyüyÓ˚ÈÙÈ~Ó˚ Óyî#=!° S÷ô%üye fliyÎ˚#V ÓÓ˚yÓÓ˚ÈÙÈ°Î˚ñ !m=îñ !e=î Ä ̂ ã˛Ô=îÈÙÈ° Ï̂Î˚

!Óû˛y!çï˛ Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚ ˆ°á–

4. Write down the full-length vandishes of the the Drut-Khayals along with the Talas in all the
following Ragas:

Yaman, Gour-Malhar, Purvi, Ramkeli, Hameer and Vrindabani – Sarang.

!ö¡̈!°!áï˛ Ó˚yà=!°Ó˚ o&ï˛ÈÙÈáÎ˚y Ï̂°Ó˚ ˛õ)î≈̃ Ïò Ï̂â≈ƒÓ˚ Ó!®¢=!° ï˛y°§• !°!˛õÓk˛ Ü˛Ó˚≠

•züö SÎ˚üöVñ ˆàÔí ¸̨ÈÙÈü‚yÓ˚ñ ˛õ)Ó≈#ñ Ó˚yü Ï̂Ü˛!°ñ •yü#Ó˚ ~ÓÇ Ó,®yÓö#ÈÙÈ§yÓ˚Ç–

5. Describe the following Hindustani Talas with their all aspects:

Chautal, Dhamar, Ektal, Jhanptal, Trital and Rupak.

!ö¡̈!°!áï˛ !•®%hflÏyö# ï˛y°=!°Ó˚ §Ü˛° !Ó£ÏÎ˚§• ˛õ)î≈yD !ÓÓÓ˚î òyÄ≠

ˆã˛Ôï˛y°ñ ôyüyÓ˚ñ ~Ü˛ï˛y°ñ éÑ̨ y˛õï˛y°ñ !eï˛y° ~ÓÇ Ó˚*˛õÜ˛–

6. State the full-length description of the Talas created by Rabindranath Tagore.

Ó˚Ó#w§,‹T ï˛y°=!°Ó˚ ˛õ)î≈̃ Ïòâ≈ƒ !ÓÓÓ˚î òyÄ–

7. Given the vivid description of Two Talas of Kirtan including their Lagu-lawa and Guru-lawa of
each.

Ü˛#ï≈̨ öÈÙÈ~Ó˚ ò%•z!ê˛ ï˛y Ï̂°Ó˚ ≤Ã Ï̂ï˛ƒÜ˛!ê˛Ó˚ °â%ÈÙÈ°ÄÎ˚y ~ÓÇ =Ó˚&ÈÙÈ°ÄÎ˚y §• !ÓhflÏy!Ó˚ï˛ !ÓÓÓ˚î òyÄ–

8. According to your syllabus, state a full-length notation of a Drut-Khayal-Vandish both in
Hindustani and Rabindrik notation-system ( in any one Raga).

˛õyë˛e´ü xö%§y Ï̂Ó˚ ~Ü˛!ê˛ ̂ Î Ï̂Ü˛y Ï̂öy Ó˚y Ï̂àÓ˚ o&ï˛ÈÙÈáÎ˚y°ÈÙÈÓ!® Ï̂¢Ó˚ ̨õ)î≈̃ Ïòâ≈ƒ fl∫Ó˚!°!˛õ ̂ °á ÈÙÙÙÈ !•®%hflÏyö# Ä Ó˚yÓ#!wÜ˛

í z̨û˛Î˚≤ÃÜ˛yÓ˚ fl∫Ó˚!°!˛õ ˛õk˛!ï˛ xö%ÎyÎ˚#–
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B.Sc. Honours Examinations 2020
(Under CBCS Pattern)

Semester - VI
Subject: NUTRITION

Paper: CC - 14 (T + P)
(Entrepreneurship development, Enterprise Management and

Entrepreneurship for small catering units – Theory + Practical)

Full Marks: 40 (Theory) + 20 (Practical) = 60
Time: 4 Hours

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer any one question [within 250 words] from each Part.

Part A: Entrepreneurship development, Enterprise Management
and Entrepreneurship for small catering units (Theory)

1. Define entrepreneur and mention its types. Write the significance of entrepreneurship development.
Write the major challenges faced by women entrepreneur.

2. Briefly describe the fundamental steps of establishing a small scale industry.

3. Classify enterprise based on different domains. Write the functions of marketing. What are the
4PS of marketing?

Question Paper
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4. Define‘food service unit’. Discuss about origin and kind of food service unit.

5. What do you mean by manager in an organization? Write the distinguished functions of a manager.

6. Write a short note on input-output cycle in a production.Briefly state the functions of marketing.
What do you mean by marketing mix?

7. Give a brief idea about the cost estimation in formulating a project.

8. What is a’la carte menu? Describe the various types of meal services noted in different sectors.

9. What do you mean by job specification? Briefly state about the different factors affecting the
planning of a menu.

10. What are the types of kitchen area?What are the factors that affect the selection of kitchen
equipment in a food service unit?

11. Describe the food storage capacity in a food service unit.How can be kitchen hygiene and
sanitation maintained?

12. What is clientele?Describe the sequential steps for planning a small food service unit.

Part B: Entrepreneurship development, Enterprise Management
and Entrepreneurship for small catering units (Practical)

1. Give a plan for set up a business related to the any field of food, nutrition and dietetics.

2. How do you standardize a recipe in a food service unit?

3. Give an idea about planning school tiffinfor a school going children.

4. Planning and prepare a menu for packed meals for office employees.

5. Write the procedure for preparation of Quick food.

6. Write the procedure to prepare any specialized cuisine.

7. Write a checklist for good hygiene practice.

8. Write the procedure of market survey of food service units.

9. Write down the methodologyy for survey of institution facilitating entrepreneurship.
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B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Part-III (1+1+1) Examination 2020

3rd Year (Honours)

Subject: NUTRITION
Paper: VII

Full Marks: 100 (Practical)
Time: 4 Hours (Practical)

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.
Answer one question [within 250 words] from the following:

1. Write the principles of formulation of diet chart. What is food service management?  Write the
principles & functions of food service management.

2. Prepare a diet chart with proper planning for a Pre- school children/ Adolescents boy (Subject
selected by you).

3. Prepare a diet chart with proper planning for a Pregnant mother / Lactating mother (Subject
selected by you).

4. Prepare a diet chart with proper planning for an Elderly person (Subject selected by you).

5. Submit your project report on public health / nutritional biochemistry / nutritional survey.

Question Paper
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6. Submit a report on the basis of internship in a hospital dietary department or diet clinic.

7. Submit a report on Educational excursion in research hospital/ nutrition research.
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3rd Year (Honours)
Subject: PHILOSOPHY

Paper: VII

Full Marks: 80 (Theory)
Time: 4 Hours (Theory)

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.
Answer one question [within 250 words] from the following:

1. Explain with illustration four different criteria of sentence meaning.

2. Critically explain the conditions necessary for a knowledge-claim.

3. Write the different meanings of the word "meaning"(according to Hospers).

4. Explain with example different types of possibilities and impossibilities.

5. How do you know our physical world? Explain after Hospers.

6. Discuss the principle of verifiability. What are the limitations of it? Critically explain with example.

7. What do you know about cause? In this context formulate the idea that cause as constant
conjunction.

Question Paper
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8. Is there any statement which is synthetic and a priori? Discuss.

9. Explain Interactionism as a theory of mind-body relationship.

10. Discuss after John Locke the theory of Representative Realism.

11. What are the characteristics of law of nature?

12. Explain briefly the account of phenomenalism.

ÓDyö%Óyò

1– ÓyÜ˛ƒy Ï̂Ì≈Ó˚ ˆÎ Ï̂Ü˛y Ï̂öy ã˛yÓ˚!ê˛ üyöò[˛ í ẑ̨ ÏÕ‘á Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚y–

2– ˆÜ˛y Ï̂öy !Ü˛å%È çy!ö Ó Ï̂° òyÓ# Ü˛Ó˚yÓ˚ ˆ«˛ Ï̂e xyÓ!¢ƒÜ˛ ¢ï ≈̨yÓ°# §¡õ Ï̂Ü≈̨  §%!Óã˛yÓ˚ xy Ï̂°yã˛öy Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚y–

3– ÚxÌ≈Û ¢ Ï̂∑Ó˚ !Ó!û˛ß̈ xÌ≈ ˆ°á Sçö •§‰̨ õy§≈̂ ÏÜ˛ xö%§Ó˚î Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚V–

4– ò,‹Tyhsˇ§• !Ó!û˛ß̈ ≤ÃÜ˛yÓ˚ §Ω˛yÓƒï˛y ~ÓÇ x§Ω˛yÓƒï˛yÓ˚ ü Ï̂ôƒ ˛õyÌ≈Ü˛ƒ Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚y–

5– xyüÓ˚y !Ü˛û˛y Ï̂Ó xyüy Ï̂òÓ˚ Óy•ƒ çàÍ §¡õ Ï̂Ü≈̨  xÓàï˛ ••z çö •§‰̨ õy§≈̂ ÏÜ˛ xö%§Ó˚î Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚ ˆ°á–

6– Îyã˛y•zˆÏÎyàƒï˛yÓ˚ §)e!ê˛ xyˆÏ°yã˛öy Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚y– ~•z §)e!ê˛Ó˚ Ü˛# ôÓ˚ˆÏîÓ˚ §#üyÓk˛ï˛y xyˆÏåÈ⁄ í˛zòy•Ó˚î §• §!Óã˛yÓ˚

Óƒyáƒy Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚y–

7– Ü˛yÓ˚î Ó° Ï̂ï˛ ï%̨ !ü !Ü˛ ˆÓyé˛⁄ ~•z ≤Ã§ Ï̂D §ï˛ï˛ §Ç Ï̂ÎyàÓy Ï̂òÓ˚ ôyÓ˚îy!ê˛ Óƒ_´ Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚y–

8– ˛õ)Ó≈ï˛É!§k˛ ~ÓÇ §Ç Ï̂Ÿ’£ÏÜ˛ Óã˛ö xy Ï̂åÈ !Ü˛⁄ xy Ï̂°yã˛öy Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚y–

9– ˆò• Ä ü Ï̂öÓ˚ §¡õÜ≈̨  !Ó£Ï̂ ÏÎ˚ !e´Î˚yÈÙÈ≤Ã!ï˛!e´Î˚yÓyò Óƒyáƒy Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚y–

10–  çö °Ü˛ÈÙÈˆÜ˛ xö%§Ó˚î Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚ ≤Ã!ï˛!ö!ôcü)°Ü˛ Ó›Óyò xy Ï̂°yã˛öy Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚y–

11– ≤ÃyÜ,̨ !ï˛Ü˛ !öÎ˚̂ ÏüÓ˚ ˜Ó!¢‹Tƒ=!° ˆ°á–

12– §Ç Ï̂«˛ Į̈̂ õ xÓû˛y£Ï ï˛_¥!ê˛ xy Ï̂°yã˛öy Ü˛ Ï̂Ó˚y–



B.Sc. Honours Examinations 2020
(Under CBCS Pattern)

Semester - VI
Subject: PHYSICS

Paper: CC - 14 (T + P) (Statistical Mechanics – Theory + Practical)

Full Marks: 40 (Theory) + 20 (Practical) = 60
Time: 4 Hours

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer any one question [within 250 words] from each Part.

Part A: Statistical Mechanics (Theory)

1. Discuss the basic postulates of Maxwell-Boltzmann, Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statistics.

2. (a) Obtain the expression for average energy of a classical oscillator at temperature T applying
MB distribution function.

(b) Find the two dimensional density of states between the energy range E and E + dE.

3. Write a short note on the third law of thermodynamics.

4. For a monatomic ideal gas at temperature T, calculate the partition function.  Employing the
relation of free energy or Helmholtz function   calculate pressure from
thermodynamic relation and hence obtain the equation of state for an ideal gas.

Question Paper
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5. Derive the Bose-Einstein distribution formula and deduce Planck’s radiation formula from Bose-
Einstein statistics.

6. What are the characteristics features of liquid Helium at low temperature? What is transition?
Why is it named so?

7. Write a short note on Bose-Einstein condensation.

8. Obtain the statistical definition of temperature, pressure and chemical potential in terms of number
of accessible microstates.

9. Derive the Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution formula. Also discuss the nature of the FD distribution
function at T=0 and T>0.

10. Find the relation between entropy and number of microstates or thermodynamic probability.

11. Write a short note on the phase transitions of liquid helium and discuss the properties of its two
stable isotopes, namely, He-4 and He-3.

12. The number of molecules of an ideal gas having x-component of velocity in the range between

is given by  Show that the pressure

of the gas is given by , where  is the number of molecules per unit volume.

Part B: Statistical Mechanics (Practical)

1. Consider a system consisting of two particles each of which can be in any one of two single
particle levels of respective energies 0 and kB (kB is the Boltzmann constant). The system is in
contact with a heat reservoir at temperature T. Assume that the particles obey classical Maxwell
Boltzmann statistics. Write down the Python program to compute the partition function Z(T)
andaverage energy <E>(T) of the system and to plot the average energy as a function of
temperature.

2. Write a Python program to plot Planck’s law for Black Body radiation and compare it with
Rayleigh-Jeans Law at high temperature and low temperature regions.

3. Consider a system consisting of two particles each of which can be in any one of two single
particle levels of respective energies 0 and kB (kB is the Boltzmann constant).  The system is in
contact with a heat reservoir at temperature T. Assume that the particles obey Bose-Einstein



statistics. Write down the Python program to compute the partition function Z(T) andaverage
energy <E>(T) of the system and to plot the average energy as a function of temperature.

4. Write a Python program to plot Specific Heat of Solids  following Debye’s model for high
temperature and low temperature regimes. Show the expected output graphically.

5. Consider a system consisting of two particles each of which can be in any one of two single
particle levels of respective energies 0 and kB (kB is the Boltzmann constant). The system is in
contact with a heat reservoir at temperature T. Assume that the particles obey Fermi-Dirac
statistics. Write down the Python program to compute the partition function Z(T) andaverage
energy <E>(T) of the system and to plot the average energy as a function of temperature

6. Write a Python program to show that the FD distribution function reduces to MB distribution
function at very high temperature. Explain the fact physically.

7. Consider a system consisting of two particles each of which can be in any one of three single
particle levels of respective energies 0, kBand 3kB (kBis the Boltzmann constant). The system is
in contact with a heat reservoir at temperature T. Assume that the particles obey Fermi-Dirac
statistics. Write down the Python program to compute the partition function Z(T) andaverage
energy <E>(T) of the system and to plot the average energy as a function of temperature.

8. Write a Python program to plot the variation of specific heat with temperature following Einstein’s
model. Show the expected output graphically.

9. Write down the Python program to plot specific heat of solids as given in Debye distribution
function with temperature.

10. Write a Python program to plot the variation three dimensional density of states with energy.
Show the expected output graphically.

11. Write down the Python program to plot Bose-Einstein distributionfunction with energy at a given
temperature T.

12. Write a Python program to get the velocity distribution of free gas molecules inside a closed
cylinder. Compare the variation with the Maxwell velocity distribution. Show the expected output
graphically..
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3rd Year (Honours)

Subject: PHYSICS
Paper: VII

Full Marks: 100 (Practical)
Time: 4 Hours (Practical)

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer any one question [within 250 words] from each Group.

Group - A

(Analog Electronics Experiments)

1. Use an OP-AMP (IC 741) as i) an inverting amplifier for gain 10 and ii) an non-inverting amplifier
for gain 11.

(a) Write the working formula.

(b) Draw the circuit diagram for inverting and non-inverting amplifier (Null adjustmentrequired).

(c) Calculate the values of the components.

Question Paper
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(d) Draw a table considering the working formula for Vin vs. Vo using the following input
voltages: 0.2V, 0.4V, 0.6V.

(e) Draw the graphs (graph paper not required).

2. Use the 741 OP-AMP to construct i) an adder (3 input) ii) a subtractor (2 input) for gain 2 (for
both cases).

(a) Write the working formula.

(b) Draw the circuit diagram for adder and subtractor (Null adjustment required).

(c) Calculate the value of the components.

(d) Draw a table considering the working formula for Vin vs. Vo using the following input
voltages: 0.2V, 0.4V, 0.6V.

3. Measure the i) input off-set voltages, ii) off-set current and iii) input-bias currents of the given
OP-AMP at gain 100.

(a) Write the working formula for this and calculate the values of the circuit components.

(b) Draw the circuit diagram for each case.

(c) Draw the circuit diagram for observing Null adjustments.

4. Construct phase shift oscillator for two different frequencies between 500Hz - 10 KHz using
OP-AMP 741.

(a) Write the theory and related formula with conditions.

(b) Draw the circuit diagram.

(c) Calculate the circuit component for two specified frequencies.

5. Construct Wien-bridge oscillator for two different frequencies between 500Hz - 10 KHz using
OP-AMP 741.

(a) Write the theory and related formula with conditions.

(b) Draw the circuit diagram.

(c) Calculate the circuit component for two specified frequencies.
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6. Construct an integrator (using sine wave) using the OP-AMP 741 IC and describe the method
to determine the value of the capacitance from frequency response curve.

(a) Write the theory and related formula (f0~ 160 Hz).

(b) Draw the circuit diagram.

(c) Plot the nature of frequency response curve.

Group - B

(Digital Electronics Experiments)

1. Construct AND and OR gates using diodes and resistors.

(a) Draw the circuit diagram and design the components for AND and OR gates. (Use LED
and resistor for observing the outputs.)

(b) Draw the truth table for the gates, and also indicate the conditions of state of LEDs (at the
output) in the corresponding tables.

2. Construct astablemultivibrator (symmetrical) using transistors of frequencies 1KHZ, 10KHz
and 15 KHz. Use NPN transistors and 5V power supply.

(a) Write the related formula.

(b) Draw the circuit diagram.

(c) Calculate the values of the circuit components.

(d) Draw the table for R & C values for different specified frequencies.

3. Use NAND gates (IC-7400) to construct two input OR, AND and NOT gate. Output is to be
taken using LEDs and resistors with proper values (indicate it in circuit diagram).

(a) Draw the logic circuits indicating the pin numbers of the 7400 ICs. Draw the pin configuration
of 7400.

(b) Draw the truth tables for the gates and also indicate the conditions of state of LEDs (at the
output) in the corresponding tables.
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4. Verify the following Boolean Expression using logic basic gates: (Output may be taken using
LEDs and resistors, should be shown in diagram)

   A B A C AC AB   

(a) Draw the logic circuit indicating IC number and pin number.

(b) Draw the truth tables for the gates and also indicate the conditions of state of LEDs (at the
output) in the corresponding tables.

5. Construct astablemultivibrator using IC-555 to generate symmetrical square-wave of frequencies
1KHZ, 5KHz, 10KHz. Use 5V power supply.

(a) Write the related formula and conditions.

(b) Draw the circuit diagram.

(c) Draw the table for R & C values for different specified frequencies.

(d) Draw the theoretical waveform at the collector and base of any one transistor.

6. Design a NOT gate circuit using transistor and resistor considering the below parameters:

   80, 10 , 0.7 , 0.02fe c BE CEh I mA V V V      and VCC, logic 1 5V .

Draw the truth table for the gate and also indicate the conditions of voltage state (at the output)
in the corresponding tables.



B.A./B.Sc./B.Com Part-III Examinations 2020

3rd Year Honours

Subject: POLITICAL SCIENCE

Paper : VII

Full Marks: 80 (Theory)

Time: 4 Hours

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer any one question [within 250 words] from the following.

1. Write, in your own words, how the concept of politics-administration dichotomy is valid, in the
context of contemporary times of globalization.

Or,

Compare between public and private administration.

2. Comment on the uniqueness on the concept of sustainable development.

Or,

Question Paper
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How the principles of authority and responsibility are nutually related in Public Administration?
Explain

3. Discuss, with relevant examples, the idea of administrative accountability towards people.

Or,

Evaluate the concepts of line and staff in the structure of administration.

4. Briefly evaluate the various approaches towards the evolution of PublicAdministration.

Or,

Explain the importance of Budget in financial administration.

5. Briefly evaluate Max Weber’s concept of bureaucracy.

Or,

Reflect upon the constraints on people’s participation in administration.

6. Write a critical note on the concept of ‘incentive system’ towards organizational mobility
‘ ’

Or,

Critically evaluate  the performances of Panchayat Raj in West Bengal.

——————



B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Part-III (1+1+1) Examination 2020

3rd Year (Honours)

Subject: SANSKRIT
Paper: VII

Full Marks: 80 (Theory)
Time: 4 Hours (Theory)

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer one question [within 250 words] from the following:

ÜF»FW˜šÛFW=+: Òî: õFÛFFÍFWÜF:

1. õFPæFÚFF;Fk ¼];FaPæFðFÜF: ÛFÎF]õFkPù¶FFÎF]õFFÞÛFFáFX˜ÜF¶FFÛFh—

2. P=k+ ÎFFÛF æÜFõFÎFÛFh? ¶F¶Fh ÛF[áF¶F: =+P¶FPæFÍFÛFh? =+õÜFFÑÜFW=+õÜF PæFÚFF;FõÜF õFX¼FùÞµFk æÜFF&ÜFF =+FÜFFa—

3. ¼µ°õÜFFÚFFæFW =+FæFõ»FF õÜFF¼h ¼WèFõÜF-ÛFÎF]õFkPù¶FFÎF]õFFÞk PæF˜FFÜFa¶FFÛFh—

4. ÞF¡FX¶ÑFP¸FPæFðFÜFW ÛFÎFX: ÛF¶FÛF]ÑFõ»FFÑÜF¶FFÛFh—

5. øFUÍF¶FÛFh G¶ÜFPõÛFÎFh PæFðFÜFW ÎFFP¶F¼UfFXa PÎFÙFÎÍFX PæFÞ˜FÎFUÜF:—

6. =+X ÎFFÛF æÜFæFùFÞ:? õF =+P¶FPæFÍF:? =W+ ˜F ¶FW? ¶FWðF] ÂÜFX: æÜFF&ÜFF =+FÜFFa—

Question Paper
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7. ÜFF£ÜFæFáƒÜFõÛF_¶ÜFÎF]õFFÞk ¼FÜFÚFF;F: EFáFX˜ÜF¶FFÛFh—

8. =+ZP©áÜFõFÛÛF¶Fk PæFÃFPæFÚFF;FÛF]Pä&ÜF æFF¶FFaPæFÃFÜFF: õæFàÑFk æFµÜFa¶FFÛFh—

9. =+X ÎFFÛF GPÎ½ÜF¡FÜF:? =+ZP©áÜFFÎF]õFFÞk Òõ¶F[ÜF¶FFÛFh—

10. =+: ÑF¨FF”~ÛFÎ·F:? ÛFÎ·F£FFÎF-ÛFÎ·FÞ‡FFPæFðFÜFW ÑF[æFFa˜FFÜFFaµFFk ÛF¶FÛF]ÑFõ»FFÑÜF =+ZP©áÜFÛF¶Fk PæFèF¼UPt+ÜF¶FFÛFh—

11. æF”~UÜFõÛF_P¶F=+FÞWðF] ÞfF]ÎFÎ¼ÎFõÜFFæF¼FÎFÛFh EFáFX˜ÜF¶FFÛFh—

12. æF”~UÒ¼WèFW õÛF_P¶F˜F˜FFa GP¶F PæFðFÜF: HðFõ»FFÑÜF¶FFÛFh—



B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Part-III (1+1+1) Examination 2020

3rd Year (Honours)

Subject: SANTALI
Paper: VII

Full Marks: 80 (Theory)
Time: 4 Hours (Theory)

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.
Answer one question [within 250 words] from the following:

1. jahaN ge miDtaf kukli reyag Tela ol me bar say moMe gel (250)

a.za. Te|

o. ‘sanTazi pa.risi ar savheD’ quTuman onol re saroDa prosaD

kisku Do pa.rsi ar savheD reyag okalekan haloT ciTa.r e sab

rabab akaDa?

T. maraf onoMhiya. saDHu ramcaNDx murmu baboT miD onol ol me|

g. babulal murmu Do ma.yju (Tirla.) kowag kaTHa okalekay soDor

akaDa? ol me|

Question Paper
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f. Digombor haNDsa ag ol ‘DaNsay’ nowa onol iDi kaTe amag Dis

huDis olme|

l. ‘gO-pa.rsi ar iq’ re saroDa prosaDx kisku gomke Do okalekan

sikHna.T kaTHay ol pHotel akaDa? olme|

a. ‘ca.y-campa’ reyag kaTha iDi kaTe miD onol olme|
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B.Sc. Honours Examinations 2020
(Under CBCS Pattern)

Semester - VI
Subject: ZOOLOGY

Paper: CC - 14 (T + P) (Evolutionary Biology – Theory + Practical)

Full Marks: 40 (Theory) + 20 (Practical) = 60
Time: 4 Hours

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.
Answer any one question [within 250 words] from each Part.

Part A: Evolutionary Biology (Theory)

1. Explain Darwinism in the light of modern synthetic theory.

2. Write down in brief about the origin and evolution of human.

3. Write a brief note on speciation in evolution.

4. (i) In the formula for determining a population’s genotype frequencies, why is the 2 in the term
2pq necessary?

(ii) Brown hair (B) is dominant to blond hair (b). If there are 168 brown –haired people in a
population of 200.What is the predicted frequency of heterozygote, homozygous dominant
and homozygous recessive?

Question Paper
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(iii) In a given population, only the A  and B allele is present in the ABO system. There are no
individuals with type O blood or with O alleles in this particular population .If 200 people
have type A blood ,75 have type AB blood,25 have type B blood .What are the allelic
frequency of this population?

(iv) What allelic frequency will generate twice as many recessive homozygotes as heterozygote?

5. Briefly describe the major geological events of Paleozoic era. Draw and describe the evolution
of horse using different fossils. What is neutral theory of evolution?

6. Describe the Chemical basis of origin of life with suitable reactions. Comment on the sources of
variation in the population and their role in evolution. What is convergent and divergent evolution?

Part B: Evolutionary Biology (Practical)

1. Write down the critical evolutionary significance on the following model specimen provided:

2. Write homology and analogy of the specimens provided:
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y3. Graphically represent the frequency distributions of body weights [kg] of 80 people in the following

dataset:

Body weight: 51-53 54-56 57-59 60-62 63-65 66-68 69-71

Number of people: 5 7 14 28 15  8 3

4. Write down the procedure and significance of chi-square test in evolutionary biology.

5. Study the homology and analogy from the provided organs below:

A.

B.  
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6. In rabbits, gray fur is dominant to white and black eyes are dominant to red. When a gray furred
(heterozygous), red eyed rabbit is mated a number of times with a white furred, Black eyed
(heterozygous) rabbit the offspring results are: 20 Gray/ Red. 25 Gray/Black , 32 White / Black,
23 White/ Red. Conduct a chi square test on these results and explain what those result means?
Calculate using 0.05 level of significance.
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B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Part-III (1+1+1) Examination 2020

3rd Year (Honours)

Subject: ZOOLOGY
Paper: VII

Full Marks: 100 (Practical)
Time: 4 Hours (Practical)

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer one question [within 250 words] from the following:

1. Explain the principle, components and procedure of staining (Gram stain) of microbes.

2. Write down the principle and procedure of colorimetric analysis (Lowry's method) of protein.

3. Describe the qualitative test for carbohydrate.

4. State the identifying characters of spleen, lymph node and Bursa of Fabricius.

5. Describe the principle and procedure of estimation of haemoglobin.

6. Describe the principle and procedure of estimation of pH of a solutions.

Question Paper
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B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Part-III (1+1+1) Examination 2020

3rd Year (General)

Subject: ZOOLOGY
Paper: IV

Full Marks: 56 (Theory) + 30 (Practical) = 86
Time: 3 Hours

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.
Answer one question [within 250 words] from each Group.

Group A (Theory)

1. Write a short note on Integrated Pest Management (IPM)?

2. What is sericulture? Briefly describe the life cycle of Bombyx mori?

3. What are the different methods of apiary management?

4. What are the different breeds of fowl? Describe about any one viral disease of fowl?

5. What is EIA? What are the importance and strategies of wild life conservation?

6. What is integrated farming ? Briefly describe marine pearl culture?

Question Paper
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Group B (Practical)

1. Write down the principle and procedure for the estimation of Oxygen (O2)?

2. Write the principle and procedure for the identification of human blood group?

3. Describe the principle and procedure of estimation of pH of solutions.

4. Write down the differences between LC50 and LD50.

5. Write the principle, procedure and ecological significance of salinity of water?

6. Write down the identifying characters and applied importance of the following:

(i) Plasmodium vivax

(ii) Ctenopharyngodonidella

(iii) Macrobrachiumrosenbergi


